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There are many things you can do for your photos with a single click in your photo editing program. Last week, for example, I showed you how you can use the color replacement tool in Adobe Photoshop Elements to change specific colors in an image. And in the past, I explained how easy it is to convert any photo into a stylish black and
white composition by setting the saturation to 0 in any image equal. In Adobe Photoshop Elements, you can use the Remove Color command (found in the Enhance, Adjust Color, Remove Color menu) to convert photos to black and white in one step. This week, combine that with a small Layers action to give you more control over the
look and feel of your black and white photos. As usual, I'll show you how to do this in Photoshop Elements – although the steps are basically the same in any photo editor that supports layers. Start by opening a photo that you want to turn into a black and white color. But don't go straight to the Remove Color command. Instead, copy the
picture in a new layer first. To do that, select Layer, Duplicate Layer from the menu, and then click OK. You'll see two copies of the photo in the Palette Layers on the right side of the screen. Now we are ready for the black and white chemistry of the photo. Make sure the top layer is selected in the Palette Layer, and then choose Enhance,
Adjust Color, Remove Color. The photo will turn black and white - but if you glance at the Palette layer, you'll notice that the bottom layer is still colored. This is where we get tricky. We'll tweak the black and white version of the image by editing the basic color layer. Go back to the Palette Layer and change the blend mode from Normal to
Hue. This will allow you to edit the top layer in black and white by being naughty with aspects of the colour image below, such as Hue and Saturation. The color of the color layer will directly notify the final tone of the black and white image. To try this, click on the bottom layer - the layer is still colored --and select Enhance, Adjust Color,
Adjust Hue/Saturation. Now you can change the color and saturation of your bottom layer, and see the effect on the black and white layer. That's not all. With the bottom layer still selected, select Advanced, Adjust Light, Brightness/Contrast. Keep in mind that when you move the brightness and contrast slider, you may see the effect on
the last black and white image in real time. When you're happy with your photo, you can combine layers (right-click on a layer in the Palette Layer and choose Flatten Layers) and save the image as JPEG. Here you can see how this image evolved from color to black and white to advanced black and white using layer adjustments. Original
color image. Simple black and white images. The black and white image is enhanced with layers. Published, returned to famous! Each week, we choose photos submitted by readers based on creativity, originality, and technique. Here's how Send us your photos in JPEG format, at a resolution not higher than 800 to 600 pixels. Higher-
resolution tests will be eliminated immediately. If necessary, use an image editing program to reduce the file size of your images before e-mailing us. Include the title of the photo along with a short description and how you took it. Don't forget to send your name, e-mail address and postal address. Before entering, please read the full
description of the rules and regulations of the contest. Hot Pic this week: My Reflection by Arnold Dubin, Indialantic, FloridaArnold writes: I took this photo of the great egret at Gatorland in Florida. I used my Nikon D200 and then did some minor improvements in Adobe Lightroom and Photoshop CS3. This week's runner-up: Daring's Ellen
Daniel, Lookout Mountain, GeorgiaEllen writes: I took this photo with my Panasonic Lumix DMC-257 set to macro mode. This cheeky little jumping spider lies on a leaf 30 feet from the ground and seems to be trying to get nerves to jump on our deck. To see last month's winner, visit our July Hot Pics slideshow. Visit the Hot Pics Flickr
library to browse past winners. Have a question about digital photos? E-mail me your comments, questions, and suggestions on the newsletter itself. And be sure to sign up to have focused digital e-mail to you every week. This story, Make a Better Black-and-White Photo was originally published by PCWorld. Note: When you make a
purchase after clicking on the link in our article, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate policy for more details. The heart, soul and inspiration for many 10 100-year-old photographers are humanized by the vastly beloved landscape photographer Ansel Adams, The Monom monom identity king. Although the popularity of color
images originates from digital cameras, the film of black and white photography never loses its charm, and people always seem to be able to connect with its moody monoure magic. With digital cameras, and those embedded in mobile phones, color is the default, and many learn never even get a chance to experiment with black and
white – unless they make a special effort. Fortunately, there are plenty of black and white apps that allow you to capture and edit the entire mono monosyn monosym identity. These apps create an original image in black and white, and also convert color images. We looked at a wide range of camera capture and editing apps of many
available for iOS and Android - some cross platforms, others not. Some apps also have social media components that allow you to connect to Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Here are a few of our favorites. And while you're at it, check out the list of the best iPhone camera apps We. Dramatic Black &amp; White Whether you prefer the
low tranquility of the grayscale or the high drama of contrasting compositions, Dramatic Black &amp; White stretches across the spectrum. Dramatic Black &amp; White allows you to combine light, form and contrast to create your scene, whether it's very subtle or or The app includes a range of easy-to-use controls, customizable for
contrast, textures and lighting divided into three basic styles: Black &amp; White Classic, Modern Infrared Photos, and Impressive Black &amp; White High Definition. You work with an easy elliptical focus tool to set up your light source with additional tools like Spotlight, Black and White Filters, Cereals, and Textures. The iOS app is $3,
while the Android app is $2. iOS Android Hypocam Hypocam allows you to do monocrome from start to finish while controlling your shot with a direct view. This app offers many creative tools specifically for black and white photo art and promises to inspire your creative instincts with its presets and photo enhancement tools. The app also
has a social media-style news feed with photo news in the form of new black and white photos to inspire you. You can also post your photos on social networks directly from the app. iOS Android BlackCam With BlackCam is easy to use, you can take impressive black and white photos with live preview. This app allows you to use different
color filters as well as conversion filters and also allows you to add simulated movie beads, dark black corners and EXIF data. You can achieve accurate edits with the app's contrast, brightness, and exposure slider and export the final version in full resolution to share on Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, and via email. You can also add
monocolor filters to color photos in your camera roll. iOS Android Black and White Camera Black and White Camera deals on the beauty of monosynity in all its forms. The app offers five monoc monocrome effects: Black and White, Se-brown, Red Scale, Green Scale, and Blue Ratio, and you can preview your photos directly with on-ed
effects. The color filters give your images more touch of nostalgia or er00th and you can apply it to any existing color images from your reels. The app also supports front camera and flash. This app allows you to share your black and white images to Facebook, via email or use them as wallpapers. The free version is ad-supported.
Android Provoke Camera Is a rather ambiguous option, the simple, elegant Provoke Camera evokes a specific Provoke photography style, and it can be very appealing to its grainy, slightly grunge look that offers plenty of noise, contrast and blur. Glyn Evans, who came up with the term, iPhoneography, helped create the app, designed to
be reminiscent of Japanese photographers in the late 1960s, such as Daido Moriyama, Takuma Nakahira and Yutaka Takanashi. You can export in two formats; 126 square format (1:1) and 35mm (3:2) 135 format. It has nine black and white and four-color live viewing effects and also supports uncompressed TIFF. You can even apply
provoke effects to your own color photos iOS Lenka This is one of the most popular black and white apps for iOS and for good reason: It's super simple to use and gives you stunning photos for minimal effort. Never mind that it was developed by photographer Kevin Kevin it is designed for both hobby and favourable people. You can use
manual or automatic focus, preview when shooting, and pinch the screen to switch between full-frame and square formats. This app allows you to adjust the exposure, contrast and cool/warm temperature color with an easy slider. A bulb icon that illuminates your subject without a flash - the flash is not in Lenka's vocabulary, nor is it the
use of front-facing cameras. When you're done, share your photos via Facebook, Twitter or Instagram. iOS Arto If you just want to convert your images from black to black and white, check out Arto, a photo effects app that specializes in that task. Its algorithm is designed to transform indigenous color images by manipulating color and
lightness. A set of built-in presets, which you can automatically customize and save, provides quick and easy processing that fits your vision. The app imports photos in three resolutions: Basic, such as 800p, 1024p or 1280p, screen size and original size, and output with the quality required for sharing or printing, and no data loss. Android
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